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George and Martha Encore

1973

for use in schools and libraries only short stories depict the

experiences of two hippopotamuses who find that friendship

has its own problems and rewards

George and Martha Encore

1978

five new episodes in the friendship of two hippos the tight

rope the diary the icky story the big scare the amusement

park

George and Martha One Fine Day

1988

five vignettes continue the adventures of george and martha
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the two lovable hippos and their strong friendship

George and Martha Round and Round

1976

for use in schools and libraries only short stories depict the

experiences of two hippopotamuses who find that friendship

has its own problems and rewards

George and Martha Rise and Shine

1988-04

five additional stories about the friendship between two

hippos the box the high board the trick the job the book

George and Martha Back in Town

1972

readers will delight in james marshall s award winning classic
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tales of george and martha two beloved wise and hilarious

hippos story number one split pea soup oh no martha made

split pea soup again how can george tell martha that he

hates split pea soup without hurting her feelings story number

two the flying machine when george s flight does not go as

planned martha knows just the right thing to say

George and Martha

2023-10-10

reading is all about understanding how do we know our kids

are getting it and what do we do when they don t get it

authors juli kendall and outey khuon believe that small group

comprehension lessons have a key role to play in advancing

students understanding of texts making sense small group

comprehension lessons for english language learners they

provide answers to many common questions asked by

teachers of ell it is an easy to use practical resource for eld

esl and esol teachers the book s five main sections are
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geared to the stages of language proficiency and lessons

span kindergarten through grade 8 the authors outline 52

lessons that teach students how to make connections

visualize infer and determine importance each lesson follows

a four part teaching framework start up connection helping

students build background and use prior knowledge to

connect to the lesson give information explicitly telling

students what they are going to learn and why they are

learning it active involvement students practice what they are

learning while the teacher monitors and adjusts instruction

accordingly off you go opportunities for students to practice

what they learned with peers or independently making sense

will appeal to experienced teachers seeking to expand their

repertoire of lessons as well as new teachers just beginning

the adventure of teaching comprehension to english language

learners
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Making Sense

1989

in an attempt to avoid a visit from uncle carbuncle the stupids

fly off in their airplane to visit several other relatives who are

just as stupid as they are

The Stupids Take Off

2018-06-21

whether used for thematic story times program and

curriculum planning readers advisory or collection

development this updated edition of the well known

companion makes finding the right picture books for your

library a breeze generations of savvy librarians and educators

have relied on this detailed subject guide to children s picture

books for all aspects of children s services and this new

edition does not disappoint covering more than 18 000 books

published through 2017 it empowers users to identify current
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and classic titles on topics ranging from apples to zebras

organized simply with a subject guide that categorizes

subjects by theme and topic and subject headings arranged

alphabetically this reference applies more than 1 200 intuitive

as opposed to formal catalog subject terms to children s

picture books making it both a comprehensive and user

friendly resource that is accessible to parents and teachers

as well as librarians it can be used to identify titles to fill in

gaps in library collections to find books on particular topics for

young readers to help teachers locate titles to support

lessons or to design thematic programs and story times title

and illustrator indexes in addition to a bibliographic guide

arranged alphabetically by author name further extend access

to titles

A to Zoo

1992-09-15

you ll appreciate these tools for parent participation in the
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learning process reproducible activity sheets based on quality

children s books are designed as take home assignments for

children each sheet includes a book summary discussion

questions and a list of engaging learning activities for adults

and children that increase discussion reading skills and

comprehension

Involving Parents Through Children's

Literature

2023-10-10

writing is all about making meaning the prospect of teaching

writing to a classroom full of students some who speak

english and some who don t can be overwhelming when

students learning english are at different levels the task is

even more challenging writing sense integrated reading and

writing lessons for english language learners outlines the

classroom conditions necessary for successful writing

instruction with english language learners whether in writing
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workshop and or small group instruction it includes 68

classroom tested lessons for grades k 8 that show kids at all

levels of language acquisition how to make connections ask

questions visualize make mental images infer determine

importance synthesize monitor meaning and comprehension

and use fix up strategies the five main sections are geared to

the stages of language proficiency and lessons are divided

into younger and older students spanning kindergarten

through to grade eight there are extensive lists of suggested

books for mentor texts as well as lists of mentor authors to

facilitate teachers planning and instruction

Writing Sense

1978

the stupid family celebrates the children s awful report cards

by inviting their relatives to a costume party everybody s pet

crazies make a return appearance in allard s story and

marshall s color cartoons the sequel to their hit the stupids
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step out publishers weekly

The Stupids Have a Ball

1974

when the stupid family decides to go out they do so in

typically stupid fashion

The Stupids Step Out

2005-11-30

lively and imaginative book based programs make it easy to

engage young learners while building their literacy and

reading skills and their love of books and reading your library

or classroom will sizzle with excitement when you present

these creative book based programs and you just may have

as much fun as the kids each of the ten chapters focuses on

a popular theme or study area tropical rainforests animals

down under in the know manners and more offering an
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annotated list of selected picture books and chapters books

and two complete programs with step by step instructions

materials lists and all the reproducible patterns scripts and

stories you ll need through reading storytelling puzzles

creative dramatics writing exercises arts and crafts and more

you can engage young learners while building their literacy

and reading skills and their love of books and reading

children will delight in learning about amazing rainforest

animals performing a skit based on myths from ancient egypt

writing their own fantasy stories and holding a mouth

watering medieval banquet designed for public and school

libraries these programs also fit beautifully into classroom

studies grades k 6

Stories, Time and Again

2013

friends are fun books about friends are fun too read amisha s

review of three books about friendship
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Friends Make You Happy

2006-05-18

laura s list presents the first lady s published list of

recommended books and builds on her public commitment to

books and learning parents need basic tools to give their

children opportunities to grow and here is an easy to

understand guide to great reading for kids from a highly

visible source laura bush mrs bush s own background and

dedication to reading gives rise to this collection and can

inspire others to take up her passion for reading as a means

to expanding a child s world simple and powerful in

conception laura s list discusses each book that our first lady

has publicly recommended providing summaries and excerpts

it examines the values taught by each selection and offers a

reader s guide listing prevalent themes and questions to ask

after reading also included are a short biography of the first

lady appendices of themes found in each book and laura

bush s reading recommendations for adults
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Laura's List

1980-09

contains reproducible student activity pages for book reports

for use with kindergarteners and first graders who come to

school already reading and with average second graders who

have not advanced to chaper books

Book Review Index

1998-10

the stupid family thinks they are dead when the lights go out

excellent pacing concise witty prose and artwork perfectly

suited to the text school library journal starred review

Primary Book Reporter

1981
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describes strategies teachers can use to promote reading

comprehension in students from kindergarten through eighth

grade and includes examples of student work illustrations and

other reference tools

The Stupids Die

2007

the world of contemporary american infants and young

children is saturated with inappropriate images of american

indians american indian stereotypes in the world of children

reveals and discusses these images and cultural stereotypes

through writings like kathy kerner s previously unpublished

essay on thanksgiving and an essay by dr cornell pewewardy

on disney s pocahontas film this edition incorporates new

writings and recent developments such as a chronology

documenting changes associated with the mascot issue along

with information on state legislation other new material

incorporates powerful commentary by native american
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veterans who speak to the issue of stereotyping against their

people in the military also includes a new expanded

annotated bibliography

Strategies that Work

1999-07-01

not just an anthology this extensive index offers keyword title

and author name access to more than 1 800 quotations from

nearly 500 classic award winning and popular works for

children pearls of humor and wisdom from authors such as

the brothers grimm dr seuss judith viorst and shel silverstein

are at your fingertips very few quotations have been indexed

in other works making this a unique tool to find that elusive

quote a sure to please reference tool for school and public

libraries not just in children s departments this book helps

you identify the source of unusual terms or names such as

tesseract or who ville and makes a great resource for locating

quotes addressing special occasions fun for browsing
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American Indian Stereotypes in the

World of Children

1975

we all want our children to grow into healthy self confident

secure adults exploring feelings is just the resource you need

to help make it happen this truly unique and invaluable

activity book is the first to focus on emotional development on

helping young children develop self confidence independence

and creative freedom these delightful activities help children

acknowledge and examine their feelings about their families

their friends and themselves and encourage children to use

their five senses to explore the world around them using

everyday experiences ideas and materials these activities are

suitable for both a group or individual home setting help give

the children you love the precious gift of a healthy outlook

and a positive self image you ll be helping your children be

all that they can be with exploring feelings
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Catalog of Copyright Entries. Third Series

2001-04-15

explains how to organize and publicize a guest readers

program which recruits people from the community to read

stories that relate to their own occupations or special areas of

interest offers ten specific program plans each plan includes

a bibliography of related books

Quotation Index to Children's Literature

1987-10

pretending is learning in this innovative curriculum for young

children students play school house bakery pet store

museum and more all the while reinforcing and expanding

their knowledge of the real world they also practice literacy

related behaviors and develop interpersonal communication

skills teachers may choose from 24 fully developed ideas for

dramatic play centers complete with directions materials
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needed reproducible handouts activities to perform and lists

of picture books grades k 1 illustrated good year books 104

pages

Exploring Feelings: Activities for Young

Children

1993

cba bestseller more than a million copies sold an invitation for

every woman who s ever felt she isn t godly enough isn t

loving enough isn t doing enough easy to read personal and

well written with a message much more than surface deep

joanna probed challenged and encouraged me to live day by

day as mary in a martha world carole mayhall author of come

walk with me and here i am again lord the life of a woman

today isn t all that different from the lives of mary and martha

in the new testament like mary you long to sit at the lord s

feet but the daily demands of a busy world just won t leave

you alone like martha you love jesus and really want to serve
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him yet you struggle with weariness resentment and feelings

of inadequacy then comes jesus into the midst of your busy

life to extend the same invitation he issued long ago to the

two sisters from bethany tenderly he invites you to choose

the better part a joyful life of intimacy with him that flows

naturally into loving service with her fresh approach to the

familiar bible story joanna weaver shows how all of us marys

and marthas alike can draw closer to our lord deepening our

devotion strengthening our service and doing both with less

stress and greater joy this book includes a twelve week bible

study for individual or group use a study guide and a

corresponding ten session video series on dvd or online are

available separately

Firefighter, Read Me a Book!

1976

indexes popular fiction series for k 6 readers with groupings

based on thematics consistant setting or consistant
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characters annotated entries are arranged alphabetically by

series name and include author publisher date grade level

genre and a list of individual titles in the series volume is

indexed by author title and subject genre and includes

appendixes suggesting books for boys girls and reluctant esl

readers

Le mystère Lovinarovich

1992

the 1st ed includes an index to v 28 36 of st nicholas

大阪府立夕陽丘図書館増加図書目錄

2007-12-15

currently there is a need for materials that can serve as a

guide to recent pictuire books and that will assist teachers

and librarians in their program planning primaryplots is

designed to meet this need and to expand the range of the
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reading guidance titles from the r r bowker company

The Annual Obituary

2009-07-01

series covers individuals ranging from established award

winners to authors and illustrators who are just beginning

their careers entries cover personal life career writings and

works in progress adaptations additional sources and

photographs

Just Pretend

2000

this biographical dictionary is devoted to the actors who

provided voices for all the disney animated theatrical shorts

and features from the 1928 mickey mouse cartoon steamboat

willie to the 2010 feature film tangled more than 900 men

women and child actors from more than 300 films are
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covered with biographical information individual career

summaries and descriptions of the animated characters they

have performed among those listed are adriana caselotti of

snow white fame clarence nash the voice of donald duck

sterling holloway best known for his vocal portrayal of winnie

the pooh and such show business luminaries as bing crosby

bob newhart george sanders dinah shore jennifer tilly and

james woods in addition a complete directory of animated

disney films enables the reader to cross reference the actors

with their characters

Having a Mary Heart in a Martha World

1990

The Elementary School Library Collection,

Phases 1-2-3

2009
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Once Upon a Time--

1996

Popular Series Fiction for K–6 Readers

1986

Children's Catalog

1989

Childrens' Catalog

1974
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Primaryplots

2011-10-06

Something about the Author

1972

Disney Voice Actors

Children's Book Review Service
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